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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Rainbow Inn from Greenwood Lake. Currently, there are
17 meals and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Jim P likes about Rainbow Inn:
An excellent dive bar, it's dark loud rock bands and cheap drinks. It's rustic wood Interior is covered with an

ecclective mix of decor bringing you back in time. They have a huge outdoor patio over looking a lake. The night
I went whiskey riot was performing. They are an amazing cover band playing tunes from acdc to motley Crue.
They perform guns and roses better than guns and than roses. The rainbow inn is a great... read more. As a

visitor, you can use the WLAN of the establishment at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit
outside and eat. What Belinda K doesn't like about Rainbow Inn:

Do not bother going here unless you know the bartender. Stood here and waited patiently to get a drink, but was
studiously ignored by bartender, who favored the 50+ yr olds who came in after me. If you would like to get

served, don't go here read more. Rainbow Inn from Greenwood Lake is a good option for a bar if you want to
have a drink after work and hang out with friends, You'll find scrumptious South American meals also on the
menu. Furthermore, you'll find fine American dishes, like for instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu,
Furthermore, the drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive assortment of

beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
STUFFED MUSHROOMS

Desser�
BOOZA

So� drink�
ICE TEA

Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHILI

MUSHROOMS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

PASTA

FISH

MUSSELS

TAPAI

TUNA STEAK
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